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ABSTRACT: The electrorheological (ER) behavior of suspensions in silicone oil of phosphate cellulose particles (average 
particle size: 17.77 Jlm) was investigated at room temperature with electric fields up to 2.5kVmm- 1. For development of 
anhydrous ER suspensions for use at wide temperature range, it was sought the effect of the phosphate-ester reaction of 
celluloses on ER activity. Current density and conductivity of anhydrous ER suspensions of phosphate cellulose particles 
could be controlled by varying phosphoric acid concentration in phosphate-ester reactions of cellulose. When cellulose particles 
were treated by the phosphoric acid between 2.5 M and 3.0 M, ER suspensions containing phosphate cellulose particle 
electrorheological effect (r:Air: 0 ) was greatest. 
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The influence of electric fields on the deformation and 
flow properties of materials has been of interest for many 
years. Recently, there has been renewed interest in a 
particular branch of these electric field effects: the 
electrorheological effect (ER effect). The ER effect is 
sometimes called the Winslow effect, after Willis Winslow 
who described it first. 1 Winslow found that strong electric 
field application to nonaqueous silica suspensions 
activated with a small amount of water caused rapid 
solidification of the originally fluid material. 

Rheological parameters which describe ER transition 
are dynamic yield stress and steady shear viscosity. Till 
quite recently, electrorheological fluids have been mod
eled as Bingham plastics.2 - 4 This means that flow is 
observed only after exceeding a minimum yield stress. 
The equation for a Bingham body is 

r=ry+1/pi·y 

Where ry is dynamic yield stress, 1/pi plastic viscosity, and 
y shear rate. Application of an electric field to ER fluid, 
dynamic yield stress increases dramatically while plastic 
viscosity remains essentially unchanged. Useful char
acteristics of ER suspensions which show Bingham pla
stics are dynamic yield stress dependent upon intensity 
of an electric field, whose variation range is large, step less 
and reversible, and response time is very fast (approxi
mately 1 ms). 5 

Generally, ER suspensions which show electrorheo
logical effect may be divided as wet-based and dry-based 
ER suspensions. In wet-based ER suspensions, water is 
a required dopant to activate the suspension. The role 
of water in the ER effect has remained unidentified as 
well as the difficulty in practical device design. One 
primary disadvantage of wet-based ER suspensions 
is the limited temperature range of usage. Presumab
ly, viscous and conductive heating of the fluid causes 
the eventual loss of water result in loss of ER activ
ity on the electric fields. 6 The presence of water leads to 
dielectric breakdown, corrosion and high power con
sumption for ER systems with substantial quantity 
of water. 7 Recently, aluminosilicate8 and poly(acene 
quinones)9 were proposed as particulates to be used in 
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dry-based ER fluids. In dry-based ER suspensions, the 
mechanisms of "water bridging" between particles and 
interaction of electric double layers are not possible; 
the most probable mechanism would be stringing of the 
polarized particles. While the conductivity of aluminosili
cate was not reported exactly, the current densities of 
the ER suspensions seem comparable to those of the 
wet-based ER suspensions. ER suspensions made from 
poly(acene quinones) exhibit high current densities. 10•11 

The bulk conductivities of the poly(acene quinones) 
ranged from 10- 4 to 10- 9 Q- 1cm- 1 • A high dielectric 
constant usually carries with it a finite conductivity, and 
this leads to high current in the fibrillated ER suspension. 
For application of ER suspension on high temperature 
range (approximately 80°C), high conductivity is a major 
problem. While maintaining the ER effect on electric 
fields, "how the conductivity and dielectric constant of 
the ER suspension can be controlled ?" are important 
questions. 

For development of anhydrous ER suspensions with 
high ER effect on electric fields, a dry-based ER sus
pension with phosphate cellulose particles dispersed in 
silicone oil (50cS) was designed. To understand the roles 
of conductivity and dielectric constant in ER suspen
sions, shear stress-strain rate behavior was measured 
along with electrical properties as a function of phos
phate-ester reaction of cellulose. To control the electrical 
conductivity and increase ER effect of anhydrous ER 
suspensions, conductivity and ER effect on the variation 
in phosphoric acid concentration at phosphate-ester 
reaction 12 were studied. 

Electrical conductivity and ER effect of anhydrous ER 
suspensions based on phosphate cellulose could be 
controlled by varying phosphoric acid concentration at 
phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Design of Anhydrous ER Suspensions 
Synthesis of Phosphate Cellulose Particles. Water 

solutions at several concentrations of phosphoric acid 
(85% orthophosphoric acid) containing 4 M of urea were 
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Figure 1. Phosphoric ester reactions of cellulose. 

made. Each system was stirred for half an hour at room 
temperature for uniformity of solution, and ammonium 
phosphate was generated by reaction of phosphoric acid 
and urea. Raw cellulose particles (Sigmacell, Sigma 
Chemical Co., average particle size 20 ,urn) were intro
duced into the ammonium phosphate solution and main
tained at 20°C for 24 h. After 24 h, the cellulose parti
cles were separated from the ammonium phosphate so
lution by filtering and placed in an electrical furnace 
for phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose particles. After 
maintaining 2 h at 80°C, the furnace temperature was 
increased to 150oC and maintained for 2 h as seen in 
Figure 1. The phosphate cellulose particles made from 
phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose were neutralized by 
5-6 washings with distilled water. Particle size of 
phosphate cellulose particles was controlled by sieve 
shaker (passing 26 ,urn sieve). To remove moisture from 
the particles, they were dried in the vacuum drying at 
lOOoC oven for 48 h. Particle size distribution measur
ed by Image Analyzer System (Model Omnimet 2, UK) 
is presented in Figure 2, and mean particle size was 
17.77 ,urn. 

Preparation of Phosphate Cellulose ER Suspensions. 
Dried phosphate cellulose particles were mixed with 
anhydrous silicone oil (50 cS, Shin-Etsu Silicone Co., 
Japan), prepared by exposing oil to molecular sieves for 
one week. ER suspensions were made by mixing 20 vol% 
of phosphate cellulose particles and 80 vol% of silicone 
oil with the ball-mill for 24 h for uniform dispersion of 
the fine particles into the oil. 

Characterization of ER Suspensions 
Electrical Measurement. Dielectric and conductive 

properties of the phosphate cellulose ER suspensions 
were measured with variation in phosphoric acid con
centration at phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose. The 
arrangement of dispersed particles (i.e., chain for
mation) influences the electrical properties of the fluids 
(Miller and Jones, 1988), 13 and thus the following 
method was used to obtain dielectric properties of ER 
suspensions and the experiment was performed at 20oC 
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the electrode for measuring current 
density and electrical conductivity of ER fluids. 

on a DC bias LCR meter (Hewlett Packard, HP 4263B, 
U.S.A.). Dielectric constants were calculated by capaci
tance14 of ER fluids. An LCR meter was used with high 
voltage bias. The equation used was as follows, 

Ks=[Cmeasure-CairJ/[Ctheory+ 1] (l) 

where Ks is the dielectric constant of ER fluids, Cmeasure 

measuring capacitance of ER fluids, Cair capacitance of 
air, and ctheory theoretical capacitance of free space which 
can calculate as, 

Ctheory = 2ns0 L/1n(r 2 /r 1) (2) 

where s0 is the dielectric constant of free space, L cylinder 
gab between bob and cup, and rz, r 1 inner radius of cup 
and outer radius of bob, respectively, in Figure 3. DC 
conductivity determined by measuring the current on the 
high electric field conditions. Fluid specimens were held 
in an aluminum cup as seen in Figure 3, whose outer 
diameter, inner diameter and height were 40 mm, 38 mm 
and 50 mm, respectively, with a flat bottom made by 
plastic. The electrode area for calculating electrical 
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Figure 4. Density of phosphate cellulose particles in M concn H 3P04 . 

properties was 59.69 cm2 and thickness, 1 mm. When I 
used other polymer particles, poly(p-phenylene), as ER 
particles, the particles aggregated to one electrode under 
DC fields. But the developed ER particles, phosphate 
cellulose, did not aggregate to one electrode under high 
DC fields (5kVmm- 1). Data were collected after the 
ER suspension was initially stirred at E = 0, and im
mediately check up to 4.5 kV mm - 1 . The equation of 
current density Ur) is 

(3) 

The conductivity (O"r) of ER suspensions was calculated 
as, 

(4) 

where A is electrode area in contact with ER suspension, 
lr current under constant electric field, E DC electric field 
and Air the difference of current density of ER suspension 
as the difference in electric field (AE). 

Rheological Measurement. Shear stress-strain rate 
data for ER suspensions were determined using vis
cometer, a coaxial arranged design for relatively low 
strain and strain rate used by a conventional mechanical 
test machine. High voltage was supplied with a Keithley 
High Voltage Supplier (Model248, U.S.A.) connected to 
the cup and bob of Couette type viscometer by a thin 
wire. Data were obtained for strain rate up to 110 s- 1 

at 20°C. The rheological behavior of the phosphate 
cellulose ER suspensions was measured with variation 
in phosphoric acid concentration at phosphate-ester 
reaction of cellulose. For ER suspensions, the elec
trorheological effect (ER effect, 1JR or 'R• 1JR = 1JAI1Jo or 
TR =TA/-r0) is very important for application of real 
mechanical parts, where 1JA (or -rA) and 1Jo (or -r0) stand 
for the apparent viscosity (or shear stress) with and 
without an electric field, respectively. 
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Figure 5. TGA (a) and DTA (b) curves of phosphate cellulose 
particles treated with 2.5 M phosphoric acid and 4 M urea. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Phosphate Cellulose Particles 
Density of phosphate cellulose particles was measured 

by Pycnometer at 1.2±0.05gcm- 3 to 1.5±0.05gcm- 3 

and is shown in Figure 4. The density of phosphate 
cellulose particles linearly increased with phosphoric acid 
concentration in phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose, 
since decrease of phosphate particle mass was generated 
with rise of phosphoric acid concentration. 

The thermal stability of phosphate cellulose particles 
approached 200oc from TG-DT A curve, as shown in 
Figure 5. In case of phosphate cellulose particles, no 
chemical reaction or decreasing weight was found below 
200°C. The decomposition temperature of cellulose was 
between 200oC and 270oC. 15 Thus it could be estimated 
that the phosphate cellulose particles dispersed into 
silicone oil were stable below 200°C, which proved that 
the ER suspensions based on phosphate cellulose were 
anhydrous ER suspensions. 

The IR spectra of the phosphate cellulose particles, as 
shown in Figure 6 (a), displayed a peaks (l400cm- 1 ) 

corresponding to the appearance of phosphate-ester 
reaction. 16 Figure 6 (b) shows the correlation between 
phosphoric acid concentration and phosphorus (P) 
content in phosphate cellulose particles. The phos
phorus (P) content in phosphate cellulose particles was 
proportional to phosphoric acid concentration as seen 
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Figure 6. Infrared spectrum and phosphorus content of phosphate 
cellulose. (a) Infrared spectrum: l, 0 M; 2, l M; 3, 2M; 4, 3M; 5, 4 M 
of H 3P04 . (b) Phosphorus content vs. M concn H 3P04 . 

in Figure 6 (b). 

Electrical Properties of ER Suspensions 
The continuous phase of on an ER suspension is 

typically a nonconductive and low dielectric constant oil. 
The current density and conductivity of phosphate 
cellulose ER suspensions, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, 
were measured at room temperature. Although the 
volume fraction of phosphate particles was maintained 
constantly, current density and conductivity of ER 
suspensions were measured differently as seen in Figures 
7 and 8. Current density increased with phosphoric acid 
concentration at phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose, 
and was proportional to the electric field with power law 
under constant concentration UrrxEm,m= 1.99-2.38). 

As seen in conductivity measurement in Figure 8, 
increase in phosphoric acid concentration (Mp) resulted 
in exponential increase in conductivity under a constant 
electric field (crrrxM:· 238). 

Therefore, the conductivity of anhydrous ER suspen
sions based on phosphate cellulose could be controlled 
with phosphoric acid concentration of phosphate-ester 
reaction of cellulose, and it was possible to make 
optimum ER suspensions. 

Under the assumption that the volume fraction(¢) is 
small and absolute temperature (T), radius of colloidal 
particles (R) and electric charge of insulation oil (e0 ) are 
constant, increment of the dielectric constant (Lla) of ER 
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Figure 8. Current density and conductivity of phosphate cellulose 
ER fluids for M concn H 3P04 at room temperature. 

suspensions was found proportional to the product of 
volume fraction(¢) and surface charge density (cr0 ) in 
colloidal spherical particles. 17 

(5) 

The dielectric behavior of phosphate cellulose ER 
suspensions (constant volume fraction) is shown in 
Figure 9. The dielectric constant of ER suspensions based 
on phosphate cellulose particles was proportional to 
phosphoric acid concentration (in case of below 2M 
concentration) of phosphate-ester reaction when ¢ and 
R were constant as seen in Figure 9. The dielectric 
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Figure 9. Dielectric constant behavior of phosphate cellulose ER 
fluids at M concn H 3P04 . 
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Figure 10. Viscosity of phosphate cellulose ER fluids at M concn of 
H 3P04 without electric fields. 

constant was maintained constant when higher than 2 
M. Equation 5 may thus be changed as, 

Aeoc</J · MP, MP: phosphoric acid concentration) 

(6) 

Therefore, the phosphoric acid concentration (Mp) is 
closely related to the surface charge density (a0 ) of 
phosphate cellulose particles. 

Rheological Properties of ER Suspensions 
The viscosity (YJ 0 ) without electric field has large 

influence on the ER effect (1'/R =YfAIYfo or rR =rA/r0) as 
seen in Figure I 0. The viscosity behavior of developed 
ER fluids was noted for Newtonian fluids under with
out DC fields. When the volume fraction of phosphate 
cellulose particles was maintained constant, 1'/o decreased 
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Figure 12. Dynamic yield stress of phosphate cellulose ER fluids on 
M concn H 3P04 • 

with increase of phosphoric acid concentration (Mp) 
in phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose. Therefore, 
the relations between Yfo and MP is as follows. 

1]0 =0.151-1.011 xMP, 

(MP: phosphoric acid concentration) (7) 

Shear stress-strain rate behavior of anhydrous ER 
suspension based on phosphate cellulose was measured 
with a Couette type viscometer at constant electric field, 
2.0 k V mm- 1, as shown in Figure 11. The relationship 
between the dynamic yield stress (ry) calculated from the 
Figure 11 and phosphoric acid concentration (Mp) is 
illustrated in Figure 12. 

From Figures 11 and 12, ER suspensions based on 
phosphate cellulose exhibit Bingham behavior under 
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Figure 13. Electrorheological effect of phosphate cellulose ER fluids 
on M concn H 3P04 . 

electric field. When the phosphoric acid concentration 
was 2.5 M, the highest shear stress (r) and dynamic 
yield stress (ry) were measured. When cellulose par
ticles were treated by phosphoric acid of 2M, anhydrous 
ER suspensions based on phosphate cellulose developed 
in this study showed the highest dielectric constant, which 
remained nearly constant above 2M as seen in Figure 
9. However, current density and conductivity increased 
with power law on rising phosphoric acid concentration 
(Mp) as seen in Figures 7 and 8. Therefore, shear stress 
should decrease due to increase in current density and 
conductivity. Generally, when current density of ER 
suspensions is over 20/!Acm- 2 at 4.5kVmm- 1 , ohmic 
behavior can generate between electrodes. When ohmic 
behavior is measured, it is possible to decrease of electric 
field between electrodes. 18 

From the results of Figures 11 and 12, the ER effect 
( r A/r0, at constant shear rate and electric field) of 
anhydrous ER suspensions based on phosphate cellulose 
on the phosphoric acid concentration is shown in Figure 
13. When cellulose particles were treated with phosphoric 
acid at 2.5 M to 3.0 M, the anhydrous ER suspensions 
showed the highest electrorheological effect ( r A/r0). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

ER suspensions based on phosphate cellulose showed 
anhydrous ER fluids. Current density and conductivity 
of anhydrous ER suspensions based on phosphate cel
lulose could be controlled with phosphoric acid con
centration of phosphate-ester reaction of cellulose, and 
it was possible to make optimum ER suspensions using 
temperature conditions. The suspensions based on 
phosphate cellulose showed very strong ER effect. When 
the cellulose particles were treated by phosphoric acid 
between 2.5 M and 3.0 M in phosphate-ester reactions 
of cellulose, ER effect (rA/r0) was greatest. ER per
formance of anhydrous ER suspensions containing these 
phosphate cellulose particles was closely related to 
phosphoric acid concentration (Mp). 
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